
Remembering The Germans In Ghana: A
Historical Exploration of Their Legacy
Ghana, a vibrant nation in West Africa, has a rich and multifaceted history
intertwined with various civilizations. Among these, the German presence in
Ghana stands out as a significant chapter, leaving behind a legacy that
continues to shape the country's cultural landscape. "Remembering The
Germans In Ghana" American University Studies 209 delves into this
historical chapter, offering a comprehensive exploration of the German
influence on Ghana's architecture, education, infrastructure, and society.
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German Colonial Era (1884-1914)

Germany's colonial presence in Ghana began in 1884 with the
establishment of the German Togoland protectorate. The period witnessed
the construction of numerous iconic buildings, including the Old Accra Post
Office, which still stands as a testament to German architectural ingenuity.
Educational institutions such as the Evangelical Presbyterian Training
College in Akropong were founded, fostering the spread of literacy and the
development of a local intelligentsia.

German engineers played a crucial role in developing Ghana's
infrastructure. The construction of the Accra-Kumasi railway, completed in
1903, connected the coastal regions with the hinterlands, facilitating trade
and movement. The establishment of hospitals and sanitation systems
improved public health and contributed to the well-being of the local
population.

World War I and Aftermath
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With the outbreak of World War I in 1914, German rule in Ghana came to
an end. British forces seized Togoland, and the German colonial era drew
to a close. However, the German legacy continued to exert its influence in
various forms.

German educational institutions remained operational, continuing to
produce generations of educated Ghanaians. The Evangelical Presbyterian
Training College, renamed Presbyterian College, became a leading center
of higher education in the country. German architectural styles continued to
be prevalent in buildings constructed in the post-colonial era.

Post-Independence Ghana (1957-Present)

Ghana gained independence from British rule in 1957, marking a new
chapter in its history. Germany, now a Federal Republic, resumed
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diplomatic relations with Ghana and played a significant role in the
country's development.

In 1951, with German assistance, the Kwame Nkrumah University of
Science and Technology (KNUST) was established in Kumasi. KNUST
became a leading institution of higher learning in Ghana, specializing in
science, technology, engineering, and architecture. German engineers and
architects continued to contribute to Ghana's infrastructure development,
including the construction of the Akosombo Dam, a major hydroelectric
project.

Cultural exchanges between Ghana and Germany flourished in the post-
independence era. German cultural centers were established in Accra and
Kumasi, promoting dialogue and understanding between the two countries.
Ghanaian artists, musicians, and writers were influenced by German
cultural trends, creating a vibrant fusion of artistic expression.

Legacy and Impact

Today, the legacy of the Germans in Ghana remains evident in various
aspects of Ghanaian society. German architecture, infrastructure, and
educational institutions continue to serve as tangible reminders of their
presence. The German language is still taught in schools, and German
cultural influences are discernible in Ghanaian art, music, and literature.

"Remembering The Germans In Ghana" American University Studies 209
provides a comprehensive examination of this historical chapter, offering a
nuanced understanding of the German impact on Ghana. Through archival
research, interviews, and analysis, the book uncovers the complexities of



the German colonial era, its aftermath, and its enduring legacy on
Ghanaian society.

The German presence in Ghana is a testament to the interconnectedness
of human history. The legacy of German colonialism, while complex and
multifaceted, has contributed to the development of Ghana's infrastructure,
education, and cultural landscape. "Remembering The Germans In Ghana"
American University Studies 209 invites readers to reflect on this historical
chapter, appreciating both its challenges and its enduring impact on
contemporary Ghana.
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Romanticism was a literary movement that emerged in the late 18th
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